ARTICLES PRACTICE - WORKSHEET 1
Practice 1: Read the sentences. Add a, an, the or nothing.
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There is ________ rainbow in ________ sky.
Who is ________ woman in ______ hall?
________ doctor gave Barry ________ IV.
Jennifer opened ________ door to let ________ dog in.
Kevin is ________ only child in _______ family.
What’s ______ largest mammal in ________ world?
There’s ________ bird in ________ tree.
Doug is writing ________ letter to his niece.
June has ________ brother and ________ sister.
They reached ________ top of ______ mountain in 2 hours.
_________ cherries are sweet.
_________ cherries from Argentina don’t taste good.

Practice 2: Add articles if required.
Gary lives in _____(1) house with his mom, dad and brother, Jack. ______ (2) house has
two bedrooms, _____ (3) kitchen, two bathrooms and ______ (4) big backyard. John’s
father works for ______ (5) software company. His mom runs _____ (6) small business
at home. She spends her day talking on ______ (7) telephone, calling clients and writing
_____(8) reports. His brother is _____ (9) high school student but he helps with _____
(10) housework. He likes using _____ (11) vacuum cleaner and washing _____ (12) dishes.
He gets _____ (13) allowance for helping with ____ (14) chores.
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ANSWERS
Practice 1: Read the sentences. Add a, an, the or nothing.
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There is a rainbow in the sky.
Who is the woman in the hall?
The doctor gave Barry an IV.
Jennifer opened the door to let the dog in.
Kevin is the only child in the family.
What’s the largest mammal in the world?
There’s a bird in the tree.
Doug is writing a letter to his niece.
June has a brother and a sister.
They reached the top of the mountain in 2 hours.
Cherries are sweet.
The cherries from Argentina don’t taste good.

Practice 2: Add articles if required.
Gary lives in a (1) house with his mom, dad and brother, Jack. The (2) house has two
bedrooms, a (3) kitchen, two bathrooms and a (4) big backyard. John’s father works for a
(5) software company. His mom runs a (6) small business at home. She spends her day
talking on the (7) telephone, calling clients and writing x (8) reports. His brother is a (9)
high school student but he helps with the (10) housework. He likes using the (11) vacuum
cleaner and washing the (12) dishes. He gets an (13) allowance for helping with the (14)
chores.
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